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inear Dr. Moyle, 
I 
', \Indeed our letters did cross in the mail. 
.J you understood my anxiety as the semester dreH 
· I did, however, finish on time and as of about 
ago was cleared finucially for Graduation. 
I presUI:J.e 
to a close. 
ten minutes 
I do want to pePsono.lly t':1ank you for all you have clone 
/, for me, you've been most ldnd and I appreciate it. [) 
I: 
I Enclosed is the copy of the report you requested. In a seminar I gave for the Hatorials Hesearch Group~ tho only question that co.me up of consequence was whether the strn.in 
· on the sample was irintropic. It would be· isotropic I 
, believe if the Poisson ratio where 0.5, however, I believe it 
has a value more like 0.25. It may be more ap,proprial~e to 
therefore call the bulk modulus tho "apparent I bulk modulus to 
· keep the terminology clean. - The solution to the above I 
guess is to suspend a spherical sample in an incompressible 
fluid and make compressibility measurements; but, we'd never· 
do it on our budget .• - If you hn.ve any connnent I'd be interested 
in hearing it. 
I'm leaving for Horth Carolina Sunday morning and hope 
to be able to rent a house in short order so we can have our 
things moved down. I can see a big month of indicision 
coming up. 
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The·; compressi bili ties of Lex.an la@f 1.12 and texan 
I :J.0 -11 ~ , ' J ~ DD O ' 




. ~,.ooo, respectiveI.y,. have been investigated: ove2: the 
· pressur_e range i'ro;~toF and aver the temperature· 
range from 5'0°F t'o· 350°F ~ 
I 
d, 7s-- 0 r 
Jiu~ ,Compressi~ili ty. of Lexans above thegl.Jss transition 
temperature/~· was found to be, independe.i:it. of r.1olecular /i. , , ,, .. c , ; ,,a__,,..,,-'-~t>J-1 wl,.,tl 
weight;~ ~ below 200°F I taQ 'ai~ a'ver-age~ molecular weight 
vmai,t:rial exhib.i ted a cor:1pressibili ty 25:_ percent higher than the· g~~g;g~~;;~t~-;;;~~:~ I /!I,·. 1 /. ', • / •, •' 9 
A modified: van der Waal's equation of the.'!orm 
(P + 40,.000) (V -· 0.6487) = 20.8'.E 
was ~ represent the experimental P~V-T·~.,/~~1.--' · 
bbtained from ..the_ c,ompre$sibili ty measurements·<-"!J..:'.;'.~--.': ~ 1 -j)A.£-1..c.,~r.:;::z;.n- er...._,(_. . II . ' I /.. . / I -
4je~rang~ment Of the~ Tait. equati'on .J.::~~OJ~t ~ .. "t'z •?' ,(_cC ~'-~-C.~ 
modulusf and pressure;~~~ a'Jls~~~tiritil t1,"~t°'.Jabout .· 
15,oorn psi .. wnenq!:uJx+, indicating ~ ~raJJ.~-it1·~n·(;,i 1 ' ··";!( 
~·~rom a rubbery. material to a glassy material in 
the 3.00i°F to· 3.50°F range •. 




There is very little data in the literature. on the 
~ompress1bil1ty and P~V~T relationships for polymers. 
,'\ 
·; l1he. majority of data reported has consisted primarily of 
? . )temperature-volume relationships; very 11 ttle attention has 




The fabrication of polymers utilizing extruders and 
injection molding equipment, requires that the polymer be 
formed under conditions uhich are often 10:..20.,000 psi. 
and 100:..300°0 above their normal conditions of use.~ An 
urgent practical need for p:..v-T worlt on polymers is thus 
created in relating proper mold size at fabricating conditions 
to the proper size of the finished product.at its normal 
conditions. 
The need for this type of 1·10rk does not end on a 
practical·baS1E;, however, for it is hoped, that when enough 
p:..v-T data has been accumulated, a general equation of 
state for polymeric materials ·will be formulated. 
It is the object of this work to e1.-plore the p:..v:..T 
:frelat1onsh1ps for the bis:..phenoJ. A polycarbonate with 
--! 
'J 
:jparticular attention to the effect of molecular weight· 
:11 
;i on: p:..v-T behavior and to illustrate some of the information \_ 
that can be obta1~ed directly from a p:..v-T 1nvest1~ation. 
' ' I :1,: ; 
f' 
!Iii ! 1: 
. I' 
,H 
: rl Ii 
I i 











:meite:elYili&.;l!;;-WBIM~,fdr. 'polymeth~l methacrylate, ethyl cellulose,, 
~ulose"a~e;ta~~ ~~~.:~k e~~l~hyr,ene,P ,cJ' -'hi-< 
"C mai.i.-pl.ll'pas~ef Si,eneeP al!Q. w.J.mb~s to 
aevelop &a, eq\1:atielt. of state fer tl..e. ]'ol:yme:e,s tae,w,.{or.ked 
.' ~ 
wim;,. ~:; '!,)lie oue~~,:~~,.:8~*' a modified 
van. der waalts equatiBn/ff the form o " 
RT (P + 1T) ~V- W).:.. M 
I 
J 




. , . I • . . ' ' ' ' 




' I ~ 
\ 
V the volume and '1T ~ 
R the onetant, T the 
which in many .cases is repeat 
--- -
· { i)yn'c c?mpressi'biii' ~)•i;y~se19..,-~:iio~1~7rsl~· -~ 
e trt1efn~;y/~!l,lfge ,/ ~ ,0~~~0_<60 k_of :s~~-~~s"~e!ii. _ .. i 
r \) ",,/ , : by-/Heydemann. t4 ~ --Polyesters. having different 
~------------------ ___ J 
groups which alter/ the molecular weight appear to show 
in compressibility ·with increasing molecular weight. 
' 1 
cpurse, ~his 1 ~ different than• 1:ncre~si~g .. mo~eo~ar ·weight. 'i 
·· :increasi'ng the, degrti~ of polyrnetiza.tiol~ · S~mha has pointed 'i 
--------·---- --- • I ' I 
·, ut that isothermal or isobaric volume changes are brought 
:_.J 
; bout by two mechanisms, one instantaneous and the other time 
:: ·ependent. (8) Dynamic data does not take into account the time 
/ 
·, ' 
-:i . . / 
1
'. epe~~c~ _ t~~~ ~~- be substantial in visooela~ic ~at~~~~le. 
Weir has proposed an equation of the virial type 
' 
. aving 12 constants to d~scribe the P-V~T relationships of 
:,I -' ---- . (J l~ .--1-~._.__(..c <... r ~ · ),~..c (, · · ·'- --.L w, ) e-f-±en -~ ____ ;r_t;illg.e-.2..i'-:--109°&;-· Although tais 1i a.u exgellent 
·Jll-'.l(u.a~e:a---:fHO:HP;a...aa.~,._,-4-3:+.t'l!!'S-m~:;,-,M"a'i:i"-:r;;-;rc::r;,r-"Ti'ml"'f'!7!'11~r+,,,,-=i 
erivat!Yes of thi ecfaatiea ee.n~ot :Se ·\i\eea in the p1°edietiorr' ' 
othe;p ~G~~ients, 1t·s size·'-proEI'Eits qiiiclt 
a.c~~wtnWii.-e.B-·~!a:-ng-1-e&s--~a · e~afla-ite 'li&m!)&ra:. 
range •6 qu ~ '&& re S1'I :t O t'f!d • 
An equation of state has been proposed ~or rubber 
hrough thermodynamic reasoning and the statis~i~al model of 
I 
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·'. ~- ~:-...... _/--~-:,..·F-:.:·-~-'.1:t~r~t.Jr:--;---:: .... .-:r.._,:·)i~~:~;~:,i~?;;,r .... _..: .:~-:-.~'.1.: ·f~"1·:? :_!·a,,.: 
: ). 
•.,~· 
't= g V RT 
y 
I • 
. . I 
'C' tension, g is a correction factor, v ys number of __J 
oles of segments pres.ant and corresponds to/..,t~ n in (the ideal 
as equation, Mc is the average molecular wight of a segment, J 
. , . xtention length and £0 i.s the original u7tretch8d equilibrium· 
length, (3) As indicated,this equation 7s remarkable similaJ:' 
:ito the ideal gas equation end has been/found to be well 
'I' 
.jeuited to rubber. . 1 
] Recently, Wood of the N~~ioniBureau of Standards 
:i_pas shown that the Tait eq.uat1Q\1proposed t~ relate the 
Jvariables of pressure and volum(.{or sea water, is useful 
.;.f for high polymers (l4) The Tf"';\equation ~ . \ 
·~ 
}~ Vo-V = c log (i~ ~ )\ j Vo 10 b \ 
,;lwhere V. is the volume, P is the pres~\~, re, vr the volume at 
•,1 
:~zero pressure, b and o be1 ~ constants, is not very useful 
!i'I )! in this general form., how ver, rearrang1 g 1 t into the bulk 
!j 
Ji modulus., K, and plotting it against· press e, P, 1 t has been 
;\i: 
ii} found to predict the se ond order trans1 ti f pressure when 
1'1' \ 
'] the polymer 1s above t e glass transition t~mperature. 
i~ Second order transi tio is defined as the point; ·where a 
,;; 
', 
,\ polymer changes from gla:esy state to a rubbery state, 
or vice versa. The glass transition temperature is the 
second order transition temperature under a pressure ot. 
one atmosphere. 
' ' . 
. ' ~~l'd ·i~~-~\(~ ::,;, -',/ ,\};,, -' ,\ •'.:·."::!, ,.i ,: · ·~· .. ,,: .;,_,, ., .. :.' .. ··~.' ;, · ~; . .'.' r .', ::"Ji~.' ... 















ons-tan t ternpera-tu11e-,--C.Onstant pm-w:re, volume me a.sure~ 
For-tm-s purpose A compression chamber. was con-
tructed from 4140 ·steel consisting of three basic parts: 
' ylinder, plunger, and bottom plate(. .{:_. .... , .,,._.-...\. ·,1··\ , 
\ ~ • I 
.. ~b.e-cy,ll-nder1-msfil"rne'a aom··1n ~rO"-pre~e-s-·to--the-
'.r,n-ioruH,hOJ,lllJ.n Figure l. _Th(l__I'~rumJ'.or-~e-ce a 
ras _to aJ.low :the_e_quipmenJ_ to )Je lllQcl.i~i_e<l_ .:t_o~!J.~~-a, _J,~g\µil 
::~1;01ynrer-seat·-1f-·t-he need. arose. After the oy:l1ll'1.el! was 
)teat ~;ea~ed to-llM"<l:en-rt, the inner surf;:'e{~;ae 'ha~'ed out 
j;,. 
;to a diameter of 1.135 inches • . ,,
·/ 
.,.;j__. l •· ,1)··.)-/' ~ Figure 2 tke speoif:t-ettt-rons for the plunger ,.ae 
' 
} ,{ I 1' :1.._ .1 · 
.,/ 
( g~ )I~:,, :,~&.(f the plunger ii.& bored t9 ,e r;,;ie !I.~~ . . 
. ,·: ci:haH6 tm- t.o allo1:1 ff« a~a-t-0n--to--f!oree molten polymer \down 
,'i J ~- central' ~· channel ._. to the outer surface of the 
'./,: plunger t!,~ tla.~ liquid polymer seal~re:S»»Eto. The )i , 
:.~lower· part of the plunger, having ~~e .. smallest diameter, 
'.':I 
..,L~ { 1· \. \., •• Lc...,( 
·),xwas .
1
~hen plated with hard chrome1\ to alima:·.1.~13.5"." · inches in } /.: diameter. Cylinder and plunger were then worked together 
.• -t' 
,,' with a small quantity of valve grinding compound until a /'i 
•,I,, ~ close :f'i t was obtained, but not so tight as to restrict 
l 
vertical mo_vement of the plunger in. the .oylin¢1.er. · ~ ... 
!i; -9JullgEtJ! was not JiardeneQ.-&Hb:at it ·- §aai~y ;-08 woike~ 
• '.",• • •' : r 
~Q ,,meiify :t'b· _te:r a poJ 1rner coal ,,,,, •• 
: .'·.. . . . 
... ~:-~ ; ..... :~~J 
,· .• 
' r •' •i• •' 
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~inre ~-, wb.1G,h retain~ the thermocouple mounting arrangeme:n,t 
\ 
shown in Figure 4. A 0.003 inoh layer was removed from the 
edges of the face of thebottom plate to reduce the surface 
area acting on the lead washer seal between this plate and 
the bottom face of the cylinder. · 1 .... ~ ci.,,..._ t ,,_,,. 
!rhe-thep,aeeo~, Aero Re search Instrument Comp~y;d:::: .. f'e 
I -- V .l,P J ' • ' ' t'. ' ' i / • (. / l_,,,.J --J>-· ..,. f .· l\ l ' ., . • ' ,, '. , 
model T-91:..M-4.AJ8AJ.6, ha.a a. bQll,O J.n-eh-Me:me1'er JO.'+ st.tt~ess 
s-teei she--a:tl'C't'T!th--iron:..eanstan-tan-thermo-croup-l··e·--w1re-.and:--MgO 
i~~on:;--- The hot junction i;s integrally welded to the 
end of the sheath. The soapstone and steel- fo]:l:ower-a-re 
sttn.o.ara.. .high .. ppe-s sure-, fittings· ·made by tne-Amerfcan Ins tru~ 
me~.---Ep-o-xy-r·e·s-1n was used at the t!p s1nce !t'""ie 
-an....a.de.q\i&-te-:f.H-ler·-as·-·Wel-1---ae·-·an-:i:n,strl:-at'Or. 
In Figure 5 the deta1ls·of the dynamometer used to 
~ea.sure the pressure are sho~m. A Tinus-Olson Testing 
-~chine was used· to calibrate the d.ynamometer so that the 
strain as read by an SR:..4 strain indicator, could be directly 
related to the pressure exerted on the polymer sampl~ .• · Since 
' . . (..,i.~ rt:.,·" ' 
the d.ynamometer ~1~ sub.j ected to a temperature gradient. 
i.t Wlili aee;1rabJ,§_to,....e..x~e. the effect of the temperature 
, . ~ A.~v-v--\-·~c:;f., , , 
~adient on the dynamome tar i\ .As a re,(1ia,t, an. independent 
system was constructed by placing two strain gages on the 
supporting beam ot the press. This pa.rt or the press was· 
·, '/ 
always at room temperature. ' The dynamometer was then 
calibrated against this second system at room temperature, 
'1' •••• 
. ---.-----
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and w1 tlt. a .. 2.,.o.°F. gradient... In Figure O> the results are plotted;,: 
! 
it. ean be seen that the zero. point is translated 1. however,. the 
slope is constant which indicates that the true pressure. 
was recorded ... 
Figur·e· 7 sho.ws: the s·train versus:· pr-esS'Ul'e calibration 
curve. The. actual calibration curve used was pl6tted on .a. 
2 feet by 4 feet graph. 
He'.lt was applied to the cylinder by two five inch 
Chroma.lox band heaters, each capa_ble of delivering 825 
watts.. In addition, Briskeat flexible· he~ting tape has 
been placed around the upper part of the plunger and 
around the two inch straddle nut to decrease the temper1ture 
differential betw:een, for example, the plunger in contact 
with the sample, and the plunger in contact with the 
surroundings. This reduce·i the temperat~e gradient in 
the plunger and bottom plate and prevent!/ excessive "heat .. 
leak" in the axi'al direction. 
One inch thick ~sbestos pipe insulation encased the bulk 
of the cylinder. A sheet of aluminum foil was placed 
on the outside ofthe·insulation and served to r~duce 
radiation losse:s. at:·. higher temperstures and restrict 
convection current·s around the cylinder •. 
A Wheel~o on-off controller was used to control the· 
temperature· .. 
r switc . 
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needed to maintain the set o1nt. n th~trovller 
~ / Ji./ ,,,~ 
on Y,:yrl1 te~.tne e;.111' an pe t~, ot , ae 
to su~po·w r of ab{:t 110 per nt of t needed.!~__... 
maintain thelset point~ The surface temperature of the 
-----····· cylinder between the two band heaters was used as the 
control temperature and this arrangement JQi,lf. controllf: . .( 
the sample tempera.ture to within ±2°F. A~ 
ot., the conti-oJ... allQ-he-at!ngelements f€~].oxttatnea-lil 
Besides the thermocouple in the bottom plate there 
\)..)..I!...·. ~ thermocouples at the bottom and top of the cylinder, 
between the two heating bands, ambient 1 and one dmm the 
center channel of the plunger. These thermocouples yieldeJ' 
a profile of the temperature of the entire cylinder and 
~ millivolt readings were printed out "on a six point 
ferJ;JA.r, 
Speedomax recorder with a 10 millivolt range. A,\Potent10:.. 
t;...,.ft . . 
· meter was used to ~ accurate measurements of the tempera-
ture of the sample through the bottom plate thermocouple. 
The potentiometer wait read the thermocouple 1n contact 
with the sample to±~ accuracy. 
~ 
F·reseure was applied to the sample~ a hydra.lie 
press having a 60,000 psi. capacity. Hydra.lie leakage 
was ~,f~~.'d.!il:.,!d ~d not pc>se a problem in maintaining~ 
pressure. 
Volume changes were indic·a ted by a dial m1cromete.,r G . 
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TEMPERATURE CONTROL WIRING DIAGRAM 
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'sarnp°1e was compressed. 
.· .. ~ ' 
.,,_.. F,J-gure ·9;;,, aschematio diagram ot the compression 
cylinder ,aa&-~ 19 it!!f $bi' Xl fti ~f bhe ai'.ianibaii 
ap}',ax•e: tus 
Calculation of the compressibility of the plung~r and 
W,..,l? 
and oyl1nder11y1eld temperature e:fteots on the plunger 
(t_. 1, \.(1,./t ''"'"· .... , t t I 7. 
abeut.-1··]5ercent error~ fuider the most extreme 
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF ·ASSEMBLED 
, . I • 
COMPRESSIBILITY APPARATUS . J.,.'-\.. 
upp_er press plate 
\ \ T.C. \ 
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\ / \_ plunger \ / \ / 
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Test specimens were prepared by carefully machining 
them from one and a half inch eA~ruded rods of the sample 
material. The diameter of the specimen was l.135 inches. 
This diameter produced a snug fit in the cylinder requiring 
the help of the hydralic press to fully seat it, yet, without 
the problem of having the leading edge of the cylinder 
scra~ing material off the sides of the specimen. 
Drying of the speci:nen ·was necessary to reraove absorbed 
moisture which would yield a weight slightly higher then 
that of the dry specimen. T1·1elve hours at 175'°F proved 
to be sufficient drying condition. After removing from 
the drying oven the specimen was lcept in a desicator until 
it was :,laced in the cornpressi bili ty apparatus. 
Careful measurements Hith a micrometer determined the 
initial volume of the speciman. The weight of the specimen 
was obtained from an analytical balance • 
When the apparatus had been assembled containing the 
specimen, the setpoint of the controller 1vas set at a 
desired temperature and the system allowed to achieve 
thermal equilibrium. At the equilibrium temperature a 
desired pressure was applied to the plunger by the hYdral;c 
press. When the volume became constant, as indicated by 
the dial micrometer showing that the plunger had stopped 












readings were reoorded. A- new pressure wa.a then set and 
when equilibrium readings were obtained they were recorded. 
When the entire range of pressure had been examined a new 
temperature was assigned and the procedure repeated. 
The increments used were as follows: 
l. Pressure: 3,000 psi. intervals over the 
range of Oto 30,000 psi. 
2. Temperature: 50°F intervals from room 
temperature to 350°F. 
Identical procedur0 was used for both samples Lexan 
130~112 and Lexan 101~112, a polycarbonate prepared from 
bisphenol-A having weight average molecular weights of 
40,000 and 35,000, respectively. 
At the end of a run the specimen was removed and 
examined for thermal damage and weighed to determine if 
any weight was lost. 
Water acts as a catalyst for the decomposition of 
polycarbonates. Because of the long times the sample was 
required to be at a temperature and the fact that it is 
difficult to keep small amounts of water from the sample, 
the maximum workable temperature was 350°F. Above this 
temperature decomposition occured too rapidly to reliable 
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Equi nmen t. ~s1. 
Spencer.· and Gilmore I s· P-V-T. wo:vk with i'ive polymers made· 
it pos·sible to test the apparatus to see· if the results 
obtained would be consistent with the work already performecr..-
Si:nce polymethy:l. methacryla te and polystyrene samples were· 
available, and had been ey.:1mined by Spencer and Gilmore·, 
they were both tested in this: apparatus. 
The equation Spencer and Gilmore suggested for polystyrene 
was: 
(P + 27 ,ooo) (V - Oo.882) = ll .• 6T 
Since the equation was obtained from data having temperatures: 
of 100 to J00°F above the second order. transition tempera-
ture, the equation c.~n only be applied above this transition 
temperature. T'aus, 200'.)F was chosen for the corr.parison and the 
equ~tion is plotted in Figure 11 at this temperature. 
To obtain the voltu:ie as a. fuJ1ction of pressure, one 
must first know the st~rting volume of th~ sample •. If the 
room temperature volume is determined i'rom micrometer me1sure-· 
ments,. the initi.9.l volume at an elevated temperature c1n 
be calculated by adding to the room temperature volume a 
volume contribution i'rom thermal expansion •. For an amorphous 
materiai where there are no preferential thermal. expansion 
directions due to cryst:il considerijtions this. volume can be· 
,,). 
petermined utilizing the fact that the coefficien~ oi' thermal 
expansion will be the, same in three dimensions • 
...,.. -;-... _____ .,.._.,,. 
t 
I 
Once the initial volU.'i1,e· has 1 been determined, the volume v . 
at any pre:isure is the initial volume less the decrease in volume 
by compression. In Table I are listed the volu.ines predicted by 
Speneer and Gilmore's equation for selected pressures, and the-
results trds equipment produces. The experimental points are 
also plotted in Figure 11. 
Data for polymethyl methacryl'J.te derived in an analogous 
r.ianner to those for polystyrene 1re gi v·en in Table II. Spencer 
and Gilmore's equation for polymethyl methacrylate was: 
(P+31,300) (V-0. 735) = 12.05T-
Tbese results are plotted in Figure 12. EquilibriULl ti:11e was 
considered to be approximately three ~nd a half hours for both 
r.1aterials •. 
In both cases the experir.iental results are seen to be 
in agreement with the predictions of the equations. vlh:.t 
deviation does exist arises from two soltrces: one, the wo1~k of 
Spencer ~nd Gilmore was carried out at a temperature about 
200°F higher r and two, this worli:: and Spencer and Gilmore ts 










































Sar.iple we ie:ht .:. 23. 83 3g. 
Volume Un~) Volune (cc/ff) 








































V _ (12.05) (366)_ O.?J4 
-(P-t 31,300) 








Volume (in~) . Vohrr..e (cc/rr..l 
1.421s O.S7LJ 
l.L:.050 0.8639 
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The cc;,mpressibility (ft) is defined: _as -Vo·a'P 
where-·V0 is ~he volume at zero pressure. and av and aT 
~re differential changes in volume and temperature, respec-, 
tively •. V0 ean be obtained b? extrapolating a plot of volume· 
versus pressure,. however, the difference between the volume 
at zero pressure and the volume at one atmosphere is so small 
that w~ can use the volume at one atmosphere without intro-
·ducing appreciable error. Furthermore, AV can be approxi-
0"::.:i I • 
mated· quite well by t;;Y. as long as the straight line re1ation-
6.P 
ship implied. by these finite difference quantities closely 
approximate$ the actual curve. Then, at constant temperature,,. 
compressibi1ity may be calculated by evaluating the volume 
of a, sample at several pressures .• 
Ll.V~Vb'.:"Va, t,J>:pb..pa. , V1 volUllle' @ one atmw, j3 •-~ i 
The data collected from this experimental work is 
tabulated in T~bles III through IX. They include readings 
every: 5,0:?F from 50PF to 3:5.o?F , ea.ch through a pressure 
range: of 30:,000 psi·. The values of compressibility arEr 
.Pl~tted against the average· pressure ((Pb~_PJJ2:) in: Figu.r&s 
Ji3i througb. 19 •. · 
. . ~ 
From these: plots. it can be seen that at low tempera-
·tures, well" below the glass transition temperature, the-
Lexan 130~112,. the· higher average: . molecular weight material 
is more compressible than the Lexan 101-112· of' lower 
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TABLE III~ COHT. 
l - ·-. 
P(a) P(b) p .6.P 
.6.V I!. 
Lexan 130-112 1/v - 0.7220 -t 
~.3~.s-0 
3,380/,37, 7 7,990 5,685 4,610 
8.282 1.288 .776 
7 ,990/· 3701 11,390 9,690 
3,400 5.858 1.244 
.?oy' 
·11,390/,3e,.,7 14,610 13,000 
3,220 5.151 1.157 
.P-t:: <I 
14,610/· 3'.> // 19,225 16,917 4,615 
8.585 1.346 
.'?~S 
19,225 /,J'-/j_.s-' 26,700 22,962 7,475 
14.645 1.418 
_70S-
26,700 I· 3 "3 .!/ 3" 30,280 28,490 






. .: :_~ ··- -. 
Pressure a · Pressure b 
.. (ps:t,) · (psi.) 
/,3'1-<.?' 
2 1501, ..?7 .. 2.1 7,150 
' . 7,1.30/, '3 9/8" . 9,680 
. 9,680 /,3913' 1.3,490 
1.3,490 /,s7/D 15,720 
15,720 I• 1 CJ o.r 19,530 
19,530 /, J' 'jo O 23,600 
23,600 /,j',F ,~- 26,970 
26,970 /,y,f>tf'"J>' .30,925 
/.~'163 
2,280/. "3' 'i~'i 6,500 
6 1 500/, 5 'jo/ 9,000 9, 000 /, :7 r.r .3' 12·, 300 
12,030/ 3?0 7 15,420 
15,420 /. 3 7 l./ '/ 18, 000 
18,000 /· 5(;?j' 21,200 
21,200/· 5?,1 7 24,900 
_24, 900 /·S ~-_, :f 27,750 
27,750 /·347~ 31,150 
, • I 
Avera[I.e Pressure 
. P (psi.) 
TABLE IV. 
Lexan at 100°F 
Pressure Increment 
6P (psi.) 
Lexan 101-112 1/V=. 0.7180 
4,640 ,,,.,980 
8,405 2,550 
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:r· TABLE y. 
~; 
·- er:-
Lexan at l50°F 
.. >f.(/;f;}:-
.. ~:-~:):::/:>,'=-· 
; Pressure a Pressure b Average Pressure Pressure IncrP.ment 
(psi.) -(psi.) P (psi.) .6.P (psi~) 
. .Cbmpressibility · 6 
'/3: -1/:V(p.V/p.P) (psi:1xl0) 
Lexan 101-112 l/v =' 0.7138 
0 5,410 2,705 5,410 
i .. 5,410 7,730- 6,750 2,320 
7,730 11,230 9,480 3,500 
ll,230 15·,075 .13,152 3,845 
15,075 19,380 17,227 4,305 
19,380 21,970 20,675 2,590 
21,970 24,420 23,195 2,450 
24,420 27,360 25,990 2,940 
24,420 30,900 27,660 6,480 
8.058 1.063 7,.:/b? 
6~234 l.991 s. 0.2 ::z_ 
5.017 1.023 CJ,77.S--
4.581 0.850 //.7~ b,. 
5.757 0.955 /c,.q7/ 
3.953 l.099 9.o9'9 
3.801 0.898 //,/3'1.. 
5.119 1.242 .,p-:~<.. 
10!'389 l.]M.. ¥· 7'-1 I 
t Lexan J.30-112 l/V - 0.7138 
,- 2,310 8,010 5,160 5,700 
8,010 10,L:50 9,230 2,1..40 
lO,.l.50 13,330 11,890 2,880 
13,330 18,160 15,745 4,830 
18,160 21,360 19,760 3,200 
21,360 27,170 24,265 5,810 
·27,170 29,410 2:8,290 2.240 
8.565 · -i~m - 'J::T< 
8.159 ?i384- . -9-/ "T 
5.980 1.482 £,. 7.S-. 
12.4.67 1.842 • .s-~ 
6.082 l.356 • 7_;,.s-
10.846 l.3.33 . 7.S-o 
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TABLE. VI • 
Lex?.n at 200°F 
' 
b Average Pressure Pressure Increment 
P (psi,) AP (psi,) 
Lexan 101-112 1/V::. 


















28,370 , .. ,380 
' 
• C • • •'-. 
-·- --, --:.~-'-
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- "' .. ~. :···-~' .• . 
Vo1mne Chan!e 
AV ( :in1xJ o3 /J · Coinpressibi1ity 6 = -1/y(.6.V~P) (psi~1x10) 
1.816 0.970 
4.815 1.036 9.t,,.S-3 
5.17 · -1.257 7-CJ~--. 
5.372 1.072 ~,32.¥' , ~ 
6.791 1.662 t;..e-17 
6.943 1.580 (p.3:i. "I 
5.1~3 1.126 ,P.JJ.?D 
7.197 1.714 .s=.P.3_jE 
13.481 1.497 ,.~o..----' 
6.284 1.606 C .::i::o 
5.271, - 1.000 -/·,::rO 
7.044 1.-.397 • 7/C. 6.740- . 1.120 • >l'"iU° 
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k~ TABµ VII. ~ . ·-
.. ,. Lexan at 250°F -
. 
-Pressure a Pressure b Average Pressure Pressure Increment Volume3Cha~e Compressibility · 6 {Esi.) (12si.) p {12§1:.} .6P {:esi.} AV (in. xl ) /J = -lf!{~VLAPl {Esi.-1x10 l 
Lexan 101-112 1/v =. 0.7058 ... 
0 2,130 -.1,065 . 2,.130 5.473 1.813 s-.. ,-.-.;.. 
2,130 5,820 3,975 3,690 7.450 1.425 7. OI.F' 
5.,820 10,300 s-,060 4,480 8.109 1~271 7.,;:-:; y Ii 10,300 14,100 12,200 3,800 7.111-6 . 1.3:?8 7,,.::-._::v-
14,100 17,650 15,875 3,550 7.298 1.452 c . .F-.F7 
17,650 21,520 19,585 3,870 8.970 1.636 C. ./_l-':l... 21,520 25,900 23,710 4,380 9.274 1·.495. - c."';:--r:; 
25,900 29,550 27,725 3,650 7.602 1.471 ~.79,-J - 17,650 25,520 21,585 7,870 18.240 1.637 c. J"0'7 . 
; 
,, 
Lexan 130-112 1/v =. 0.7059 
-
.. 
2,450 6,740 4,595 4,290 8.413 1~384 .. 7..2"~ 
6,740 10,750 .· 8,745 4,010 7.450 1·i,312 .. 7,: 2-
10,750 13,740 J2,245 2,990 6.639 . 1.567 .C3Y 
13,740 19,110 16,425 5,370 9.477 1.246 .,p.,...3 
19,110 22,440 20,775 3,330 7.602 1.612 • C :t..a 
22,440 25,820 24,130 3,380 7.805 1.629 ,,.C/3 





























































Lexap. at 300°F 
Pressure Increment 
AP· (psi.) 
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TABLE VIII. CONT. 
.. :: ·' 
P{a) · p {b} - p ·. AP .AV t~E,l,?' 
'\ Lexa.n 130-112 1/v ::. O. 7009 
',, ;_: /,~ 
.. 
1,660 4,150 2,905 2,490 14.342 
4.,150 '. 7,950 -6,050 3,800 16.015 
7,950 10,550 9,250 2,600 10.lil+O 
10,550 13,800 - 12,175 3,250 7.602 
13,800 16,550 15,175 2,750 7.196 
16,550 19,420 17,985 2,870 6.791 
-:: 19,420 22,560 20,990 3,140 8.565 22,560 25,610 24,085 3,050 6.94.3 
,. 25,610 29,730 27,670 4,120 7.45 
' 
4.037 ,.2J/?' 
2.954 , ~.3'9 
2;815 ,.~<('"""",?-
1.640 ,.-:::_ /6 
1.8.34 •S-'/.5-
1.658 - ,~ 03' 
1.912· ,_s-~J 
1.595 • ~?....l 












/, 1:/j' :i.. 7 
1,900 /ro/// 0 5,270 
5,270 /1"3 9s7 8,4J_,_O. 
8,440 /,:J 7?f: ll,650 
11,650 /· s Ctr 13,950 
13,950 /,j.rl(;, 17,800 
17, 800 / .s s 5 .l.. 21, 000 
21,000 /• s.2.ss- 26,600 
26,600/•? 2.;,r- 28,300 
21,000/• °YoP'f 28,300 
/.L./3:i...? 
490/. 'I II f · 
3,130 /.3 9.s-7 
6,150 /,'376 7 
10,480/,3~:2.-> 
14' 100 /.3''i '8'7 
17~360/.3'38":t 
21,_770 /331 ,;t... 














Lexan at 350 °.F 
. Pres sure Increment 
.6.P (psi.) 
























































































TABLE IX. CONT. 
P(a) P(b) p p V /3 
Lexan 130-112 1/v = o.6973 
~~3~; 
9,000/- 4:J.,.~C, 11,660 10,330 2,660 11.500 3.014 
11,600 /,</0 ~? 14,620 l3,6L1-0 2,960 13~836 3.265 
14,620 /."!t<j.S-.'/- 18,000 16,310 3,380 13.380 2.760 
18, 000/. ?r.1/0 21,Li-20 19,7l0 3)4'.:?0 ll.352 2.314 
21,,420/.17t I 24,330 22,875 2,910 7.906 1.896 
24,330/.:U .. <tC. 27,200 25,765 2,8?0 6 .L:-87. 1.576 
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... ,:,·, .. -·•, '·,·: . ,,c. - ' '\ ·~\. .' ' 
about'.200°F where: they become indistinguishable i'rom each 
other. At 295~F the second order transi ti.on tempers.ture is: 
exceeded and the result is a. departure, from the straight line: 
relations of the lower temperatures to a condition where the· 
material is highly compressible up to about 10,000, Psi. 
(in the case of the 300°F run) trailing off and approaching 
the compressibility values obtained below the glass transition· 
temperature. As the temperature is increased the higher 
compressi bili ties extend out to· higher pressure. l!ote, 
however, that even ~t 350°F the material approaches a con-
pressibility value close to that at lower temperature. 
Spencer and Gilmore proposed the modified van der Waal 1s 
\ 
equation of the form (P+fT) (v..:w) = RT. It is necess.s.ry to 
calculate two constants;· rr, the internal pressure in psi., 
and W, the specific volume at absolute zero temperature. 
If the density at one temperature, .and the volume coef-
fcient of expansion,~;, are known under equilibrium conditions., 
then Wco.n be calcul:ited. From Schnell' s thermal data on the 
bis phenol. A polycarbonate we find the specific volume to be 
o •. 8852 cc/'g. at 200°c and the volume coefficient of expansion 
to be ,.oxio:-4· cc/g •. °K. The specific volume is then: 
w = 0.8852 cc/g - ~ •. o. no:-4 cc/g°K (473:,°K)] 
or· W =o .• 6487. cc/'g •. 
Since there are two mechanisms responsible for the volume 
co·efficient,. i .• e., change due to thermal energy of' the' 
molecu!l.e and the,change due to the configuration of' the 
molecule or the change: in position of molecular segments, 
', 














there. is some: question as to which value of' the coefficient. 
to use, the instantaneous value or the equilibrium value. 
Because the values dealt with here· are all equilibrium values, 
it seems consisto.nt to use the equilitrium coefficient of . \ 
volume· eJcpansion •. 
Rearranging the proposed equation, 
A P == (~-rr at constant temperature, Differentiating 
with. respect to volume, 
r..ill:_) = - RT 
'dV -:- (v-w)2 
B j (V-w )2 = (V- w) :: J -RT ~T 
Rearranging A.and· subs'titu\ting equation B 
· c rr = FT(~~ )r - P 
Thus, for constant temperature measuremer.ss, Tr may be 
evaluated directly without extrapolating values .. 
In the unique set of units used for this equation 
t 
R=l206/M, where His defined as the monemeric "Interaction 
unit •. 1r· Since the bisphenol A polycarbonate unit has no 
side groups it seems reasonable to assume· that Mis the 
weigh~-. of the repeat .. unit, in which case-:· 
R=l206/226;: 5 .34 
The other possibility, see Figure. 20·, is that a group about: 
the size of a benzene ring acts as the interaction unit in 
which ca.sa= we ca.11 predict: 
B. = 1206/78 = 15'~ 5· 
',' . , .. ,2::... .. 
;, 
. i 











POSSIBLE INTERACTION UNITS 
~ ' >=< ~ J-< 1 
C-0-C C-C-C C-0-, 
\\c_ c11 I \c===c1 1 
I \ H ; ' 





\c === c1 HI \c == c1 I 
I \ I \ 
---+ c c-c-c c-to-
\ // I I \ // I 
C-C I I (-( I 
I \ rl / \ 
1. 
Benzene Ring Interaction Unit Approximation 
Figure 20 
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r, (' TABLE X. 
P (psi.) AP/AV (psi./~.') 
X 10-




Lexan at 300°F (423 °K) 
/ 
27,600 5.531 2.339 3,S' J. ~ 
1.530 / ,4, 
24,085 4,394 1.858 ?ot./O 
1.364 / ,1~ 
22,025 5.018 2 , 122 ·'3', w, l. 
1.458 I·~(, 
18,000 4.226. l. 787. )., ~ l L( 1.337 
1.11 
15,175 3,821 1.G::.6. J.,~L/ !.f" 
1.272 /.~~ 
11,690 3.833 l.621 .2."'S'l.. 
1.621 /,Vli 
9,200 2.491 1.053 /.123 
1.027 I•] I 
·., 
' 
L., 500 1.944 0 .822 /. '3 t/ ~·-- 0.907 I . \ l, 
'\ ~ Lexan at 350°F (450 °K) 
29,030 1,.688 
2.109 3,1} .':"'o 1J5l. 1.!lt 
25,765 4.425 
1.991 J,lf''l 1.412 j .,, 
J 
23,050 3.788 1. 70L. 
J.,1tr 1.306 1,(,1 
19,710 3.013 1.355 
J.,ll 7 1.165 /,'11 
15,875 2. 521. 1.136 
1,rr.rr 1.066 /.?,lo 
12,290 2.551 1.148 l,f 7Y 
1.072 /,3'1 
10,011.5 2.330 1.003 
/,t ,/I 1.002 f ,). </ 
6,85.5 1.834 
Q 0 825 /, ".?,l(D 0.910 , . \ (p 
' - ,.~, 
3,585 1.554 O. 699 ; · / t/ t./ 
o.837 
~, 1'· , 
,,..,. ... ;f 
~• ..... 

















, , , *klfHW+~~±. #tf +,~ :;:ill 2 ~m-::~.-:·-n1· .. )~~.·r_>,: T.:;,.,,::u_··.·e1 ~S.::r.•u_rf:~.·.~;_-Z-.'+.s: ~-l·:r-
+i-H ,,+I,' ' ++-H-~--T~H-+-·-_ - J:-~-/-J.__:_..,_~~-· t~:4.1.;.-..:..- ~.4, 
-'-i=i=t=J:i:i±J- -rri+I-H-'-'- ::!:tt±:i:.J:t+r11::l::l± i+f ! · ±FJm-i ; f,-,- lli+I' ~ · , ; · ' ·+ ' 
: ~ ' .- ' : , , , :- t!tt , rrr1+:j::j:j:. -~ . . ·-~ ,-: ~' ,· e..~n ~1-:~'+ .. l ~nn~ k"~ -H-++ +H-i· +1-l- -" 
+ 
+ 
+ti+-i-r.t-+:+++++++:p:j:j:::ttH +rt:-++,-: Tu':¥','-\;, , ::4:~· i+~·' , r.: -t-t-++·+-H+ ' 
, , , .-4-J.+ trt:ttttt-1 +H,+ -L·'Tt ·, • • -,.-,,_ ~!-• • l...u. =i-+H- · - ' • • l=i++ +H+ '' +, 1 : : 1 : : : : +=FR= +ti+H-+-;; '. , , , , : +-i: ++t: : f-H-1-r+--: -' I : , 1 ·H-++ , , 1 :r: 1 
: ' : .. :_,_;_.:t,l±ttil±i:E...i.l..'i 'H+ ,' ''++-:::irrt-++++i=t++~I-W-4-~i..i~ 
: ·rl+M-l-t+ +!*@ :P+t=i-r : · :_ ::m +t:!=;: t-j:f-ttitl-: . : , -~ ;+H-T;1· : . 1-+- . , : : ,-m- . -~ 
_;__ · · , ++- j_i_~~ . .!...J...Y-~H- -f+H- H-: : · , : j-t ;-f · , : · , : , · #f+' ' -ffi! tw--tt++- t=R:¢:tt 1 
- :1-.......,. + .·1:H±t , :+t-:--;-t-rt-,:V.-1+ :L ,.,_ . . :pi± ffi+'~fB± .:t.q:t _;_ , , : -. ·r , ' : i-'- , ,·h- "'· H--1.,.::..,,,_ 
, , , , ·r, 1 +i--r--Tl-~r4H--,, ,-h H-+++ , , . , , i,· ·11 r, -f++t- 1 1, 1!, ,+-.. , , T ,r 
+;+: 
··~ 
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Taking equation C and dividing by·JF:° 
1Y/R = 01~~ -. P;JR 
For small intervals. ~~t)T may replace: (1~)Tand P then , 




Plotting J-TLP versus -P enables R to be calculated 
;_JI 
emperically from the slope of ttis plot~ 
In Table X a nufilber of lJoints are listed for the 300°F 
and J50°F runs. The points are plotted in Figures 21 and 22 
and the least squares line is shown. R, evaluated from 
the slope, shows tha.t ~pproxin'.ltely 3', groups the size of the 
benzene group constitute tho "interaction unit 11 since 
R =12.9 •. 
It should be noted that one equation of this type \·Till 
not describe the P-V-T relationships both ::.bove o.nd below 
the second order transition temperature. Because our n2ain 
interest is in determining quantities such as mold size, 
54 
tb.e: 0quation of interest should then describe the material above 
th.is transition temperature as. has been started .. 
In Table XI the resulting values of 11 are listed • 
ff was found to have ~ average value· of 26,6.02. The· 
final form of the aqua tion is:.:. 
' 
,., ,_ .. ' 
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Calculation·orrr for Lexan at 300°F 
fRT :6.P/6.~ (psi.) 





52,390 ,.. r .-







































~ all TI .:. 593,610 
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TABLE 1'1. COUT. 
Calculation of fr for Lexan at 350°F 
. 
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. 1t;, 875 
. 19,L,.OO 
23,800 















I a111'l' ::. 523, 675 
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(P + 26,602) (V-0.6487)= 12.9T 
Plotting the above equation ·with the·· data obtained 
experimentally- reveals the fact that tlle equation do
es not 
satisfactorily represent the data, in fact, it deviates 
from 
the experimental values by as much as seven percent 
of the 
total volUf.le.. As a result the variable p.2ra;;1eters l·:, the 
interaction unit., and fr, t:1e intern::l pressure, were 
60 
adjust:;d to yield a good fit. The final value of 1.; was chosen 
to yield a value of R=- 20tl8, 1nd the final value of rr, the 
inte1 ..nal pressure, was 40~00011 The resulting adjusted equation 
is:. 
(P+ 40,000) (V-0"6487) = 20o8T 
In Table XII the experinentally determined volu.iues ~t 
various pressures are t2bulated .. In Figures 23 and 24 the 
adjusted equation is plotted along ·with the experir:1ento.l 
poi~~ to compare the fit obtained • 
~e Tait equation: 
I. ¥,= c Log (l+P/b) is not particularly useful in this 
0 




II <Ji. = -V0 ( 0. ~ :3J+ le )_l_ 
oP b+P-
upon rearranging,. 
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Pressure· Sample Height Sample Volume Specific Volume 
(psi.) (in.) (in~) (ccLg) 
' ' I Lexan l0l-ll2 at 300°1·' Sample weight ;·27;197 g. 
' 
i 
0 1.4956 1.~.248 o.8584 
l 
3,050 1.3860 1.401~8 0.8464 
! f ; I 5,640 1.3702 
1.3888 o.8369 
t 
I . t' 10,000 1.3513 1.3697 0.8253 
'· 13,5._.J 1.31~26 l.36G9 0.8199 
f_.,.i 17,630 1.3318 1.31~99 o.8133 e 19,380 103272 1.3452 0.8105 24,670 1.3168 1.3347 0.8042 
28,550 1.3096 1.3274 o.soo1 
0 Lexan 130-112 at 300 F Sample weight - 26.821 g. 
0 1.4054 1.4245 o.8704 
2,880 1.3820 1.4008 0.8559t_ 
9,150 1.3655' . 1.384.1 o.8458 
9,630 1.3521 1.3705 o.8373 
: 13,990 1.3419 1.3601 o.8310 
,1 
,· 0.8256 
I 19,110 l.3333 1.3514 
n 21,600 1.3.233 1.31,.13 0.2196 
··~ 
I,: 25,300 1.3146 1.3325 Q.8142 ,, ; i 
-· 
29,360 i.3075 1.3253 o.8097 
f,} . ( I , I • \ Lexan 130-112 at 300°F Sample weight::. 27.034 p. ~- l,1 
0 1.4074 1.4265 o.8648 
1,660 1.3902 1.1~091 0.851,l 
4,150 1.3761 1.3948 o.8454 
:·7 950 1.3603 '1.3788 o.8358 
. ' 
~0,550 1.3500 l.368L~ 0.8296 
13,800 l.31,.20 1.3603 0.8246 
16,550 l.3349 - 1.3531 o.s202 
19,420 1.3282 1.3463 0.8161 
22,560 1.3198 ,)..3377 o.s109 
~· i"-..r·.~.~-~:;,i ;.s .. t:. ··-~ 
25,610 l.3129 ~.2-·3308 0.8068 
........... 
'.)' 29,730 l.3056 ·l.3234 o.so22 
I ... 
·,, 
',--.. ) .-; ~ ; ' 
-
_··r· ... ' 
,, ,. 
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TABLE XII. CONT. 
Pressure. Sample Height Sample. Volume Suecific Volume 
Lexan 101-112 at'350~- Sample weight= 27.197 g. 
0 1.4234 1.4328 o.8633 
1,900 1.4086 1.4277 0.8601 · 
5,270 1.3872 1.4061 o.8472 
I. 
'- 8,440 1.3701 1.3887 0.
8367 
11,650 1.3550 1.3734 0.8276 
13,950 1.3436 1.3619 0.8205 
.. 
17,800 1.3285 · 1.3461 0.8111 
21,000 1.-3163 1.3342 0.8039 
26,600 L3068 1.3246 0.7981 
28,300 1.3012 1.3189 0.7946 
Lexan~ 130-112- .. at~ 350"F ~ Sample weight = 26. 821 g. 
·) l.L,.234 1.LJ,.28 o.S815 
3,130 1.3971 1.1~161 o.8653 
6,150 1.3812 1.3999 0.8553 
10,480 1.3623 1.3808 o.8436 
14,100 1.3483 1.3666 0.8350 
17,360 1.3347 1.3528 o.s2
66 
21,770 1.3250 1.3430 0.8205
 
25,000 1.3173 1.3352 o.8158 
0 
Lexan 130-112 at 350 F Sample weight - 27.034 g. /e 
~ 0 1.414
9 1.4342 o.8694 
9,000 1.3695 1.3881 0.8Ll5 
I 11,600 1.3586 1.3771 o.831+8
 
-14,620 1.3459 1.361~2 
0.8269 
18,000 1.3327 l.3508 o.81
89 
21,420 1.3215 1.3395 
0.8120 
·24,330 1.3137 1.3316 
o.8073 
27,200 l.3073 1.3251 0.8033
 
30,860 1.2986 1.3163 0.7
979 
.. 
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Pressure versus Bulk Modulus 
300°F 220oF 
-BuJ k Modulus IC Pressure P Bulk Hodulus K 
1/,B = · psi .x10-5 { nsi. L 1/fi = psi.xlo-5 
I 
Le:,:an 101-112 
2.304 3,585 2.226 
3.241 6,855 2.627 
5.461' 10,0L,5 3,.191, 
5.531 12,900 2.851 
5 .3L.5 15,875 3.615 
7.148 19,400 3.706 
7.570 23;soo 8.285J 
6.398 27 ,4.50 4.290 
24,650 6.812 
23,050 5 .L,.26 
Lexc.n 130-112 
1.752 1,810 1.802 
:.769 4,6l.O 2.711 
3 .66/+ 8,315 3,2;:,9 
3.027 12,290 3.655 
8.L,67 15,730 3.388 
3.500 19,565 6.LL27....-
5.942 23,385 5.966 
7.981 
2.4.77 10,330 3.318 
3,385 13,640 3.063 
3.552 16,310 3.623 
6.097 19,710 . L,.321 
5.452 ,22,875 5.274 
6.031 25,765 6.31.5 

















III: :l. (91:\ = o.434lc = ,B ~ ap"J b+P 
where is the compressibility. Taking the inverse of equation 
III, 
IV K = 1/A - b P · we obtain an equation of 
f.1- oC>43t1-3.c ~-·o:i:;:31ijc, 
a straight line for the bulk modulus, K. Obviously, plotting 
the buD:: modulus, K, against the- pressure P, should yield 
a straight line by which the co11st2nt C coulcJ. be ev~lU:l ted 
from the slope of the plot and b could be ca1culated frorri the 
intercepto- Hate,. howeve1", th::tt the equ2tion predicts only one 
/ 
stro.ight line. vJl:12. t happens if there is a discontinuity, i •. e. ,. 
a ch::mge in slope and .s. cho.nge in intercept fron ,:i cel"'ts.in 
group of points? '?he obvious co::~clusion is th:,t the IC versus 
P relationship ~"'·mechanism has ch3.nged. It is this result 
that is of importance to us here since it allows one to approx-
imate the second order transition pl'essure for a rnate1"'ial 
above the glass transition temperature. 
In Table XIII the bulk modulus and corresponding pressures 
are tabulated for all points obtained on the Lexan above the. 
second order tr::msition temperature. Figures 25 and 26 contain 
r plots of buJ}.: modulus versus pressure for temperatv.res of 
300· and 350°F, r·e:specti vely. In both figures it can be seen 
that. there. is·. a. discontinuity at. about 15 ,ooo psi.. It· is . 
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' (I
) 
rubber~ state to its glassy state. To exactly pinpoint the 
transition p1 .. essure several points. obtained neOJ!· this pressure 
are needed to. eliminate the range of uncertainty. 
e 
• I· 
Discussion of Results 
The experiraental work performecl on Lex::i.n tends to 
subs.ta...""ltiate the prior work perforr.ied on high moleculc.r 
weight anoriJhous polymers~ The -cor.'.lpressibili ty is readily 
70 
seen to be a function of 1::ore th~ one. Eechanism as proposed 
by Simha. One mechanism is that of ·molecular size cue to 
ther2al ene1·gy acting simil:1r to a 1:1.olecule in 3. l:i.tticc 
sight.. This rLechanism is p1"edo2inate 1t lower te:;:peratu:ces 
and accolU1ts for the difference in the co::pressibil1ty with 
ave:rage m.olecular weight. As the te111~1e:r:1ture inc1"e.2ses e':l.ch 
r:,olec,.1le beco2:1es n:ore =.obile and begins to acquire enough agili tr 
to c.ctually rearrange seg3en '.:s of itself to r.1ake itself smll 
under increasing pressure. With increasing tel.1per:i. ture the 
molecule tends to becone l::i.rger; ·with incre::..sing pressu:1."e 
to become S'."ualler". Fo:r Lex~.:r1, o. te1:1pe1"ature of about 200°F 
gives the molecule enot;gh !":1obili ty so that the differe~1ce 
in compressibility with different nolecul3.r weight s3.nples. 
approaches zero~ 
Of course·, above the glass tr~si tion temper.1ture the· 
type of mechanism that predor:1ina tes is th: t of molecubr· 
r.esrrangement.. In the lower p1"essure ranges above this 
temperature the large effects of this mecLanism are clearly 
demonstrated with ·values of compressibility four to five 
times thQt at t~e lower temperatures •. 















----------- ____________ ,.., ....... 
The possibility. of a change in st~te \vi th increasing 
pressure is substantiated when the data is applied to the 
Tait relationship.. There is no question that therG are 
two lines- formed each h1ving a different· slope- and intercept. 
·which can only indicate that sorae internal change of 
mechanism has occured.. In this case, a chs.nge from a rubbery-
state at lo·w pressures to a glassy st3.te at high pressures. 
The ins.bili ty of the derived v1n der ·waal 1 s equation to 
satisfactorily fit the dat~ demonstrs.tes the superficial 
71 
nature of the r.10del.. The model is f~r too simple to accurately 
represent the complex interaction of a polymeric m.'.lterial .. 
-
The adjusted equation of this type w:i.s 1ble to approxinate the 
volume-pressure relatio~ship sufficiently for engineerin~ 
applications... In the cirtical pressure range, i. e.) 
10~000. to 20 1000 psi •. w:.1ere the majority··of Lexan is processed, 
the accuracy of the equ:1tion is quite good •. At higher temperatures 
the fit. could be improved .. 
lt: .. lecul'.lr weight has been shown to h9.Ve a negligible 
effect on the P-V-T properties at elevated temper3.ture. This 
does not imply, how~ver, that a Lex:1n polyrn.er of extre~ely 
high oole.cular weight (or low molecular weight) will follow this 
equation. This equation was developed for the cornn:ercially 
obtain9.ble gr1des of bisphenol A polycarbonate. These grades 
generally include average molecul1r weights of 3.2,000 to 42,000. 
Outside this weight::range the properties of the material make 
',,. ; '~ .ltj,~ ---.· ·~ ,· , •. _ • ..,;.,,., <'· - •s..;t::,· .. 
.,. .- . 
-··-~----










it difficult to fabricate and hence. these extremes· are used 
only for very special applications. Generally speaking., the 
equation derived here, and those developed earlier by 
Spencer and Gilraol"'e, should be valid if the material is ·w:i. thin 
± 15 percent of fue molecular weights: tested, which includes 
most of the corn:-~ercially av~ilable materials. 
Observed, but not i~vestig.1ted during the course of the 
expe:cir,:ent, ·was a rihysteresis effect" on the volurn.e of the 
sa'1ple. depE:l1ding on ·i.-rhether or not the volume 2 t a point was 
talrn:1 i:J~1ile increasing the pressure or decre:i.sing the pressure. 
The volu::e of the poly;:el" sa:·.:ple during a decre:1sing pressure 
run was found. to be fro1J 30 percent to 40 percent of the total 
voll.tTie change due to 30~000 psi~ greater than at a correspond-
ing point during an inc~e~sing pressure measurement. A similar· 
. ' 
run ·was r:iade on a cyli:ulrica.l saillple of brass and the dif--
ference had a rnaximur.i of 1-:- percent difference based on the 
total volume change over the entire pressure rmige .. The 
polymer molecule which tends to rearrange itself upon 
• 
coripression and become smaller apparently doGs not contain 
sufficient energy to e:-:tend itself when part of the pressure· 
is released to attain the st~te 1chieved ·with increasing 
pressure measurement. It does exhibit a "memory" since it 
returns to its·original volume when all pressure is removed. 
'' _,, 
'" 











~ ~·.-;,,.., '- -·. .,· ... . ' 
Conclusion~ 
From the P-V-T data gathered in.this project the following 
conclusions can be dravr.o.. 
1 1.,.) For tenpera.ttu·es above the glass transition tenpera-
ture the com.pressibili ty of corr2:1ercially available Lex3.n is 
essentially independent of molccul3.r ·ueight. 
2.) Cor.1bined with the 1.,mrk of S~1encer ar:d Gil:clore on 
polystyrene, one raay deduce a trenC. th3.t indicates th3.t East 
cor;1 .-crcial high r.1olecul:.r weight :llJorphous polymers will have 
conpi·essibili ties inde1,end.ent of nolecul:i.r weight at ter.1pera-
tures above the seqoncl order tr.1nsi tion tenperaturel,) 
I ) 
At tenrne:i;'atures well below the glass transition 
.. I 
tempers.ture the Le~:an having the higL1est aver-:..ge ::.o~ecul::i.r 
\ 
weight had a co1.:1pressibili ty higher than- the co:;:pressibili ty 
for the 10,-~er molecular weight material. The difference 
averages to approximatE:ly 25 lJercent. 
~-.) The modified van da~c Waal 's equation 
(p-1-2+0,oo)(v;..0"6l:-87) =-20 .. 3T will describe the behavior of the 
bisphenol A polycarbonc.te 1bove the glass tra.nsition te~pera.ture. 
5.) It h~s been verified that at temper::..tures ~bove the 
glass transition temperature, the Tait Equation, vn1en rearranged 
in a form relating the bulk modulus to the pressure, ·will indicate 
a pressure at which Lexan changes from a. rubbery material to 
a glassy material. This second order tr:?..nsition pressure was 






b - constant 
o - constant 
g - stress-strain correction factor constant 
K - bulk modulus 
1 - stretched length 
- unstretched J.e::1.gth 
M - molecular interaction unit 
- molecular we:i.gn-c of a ropeat u.."liti 
R - gas constant 
T - temperature (ab3olute) 
v - number of moles of molecular interaction segments 
V - volur:1e ( cc/g) 
- volume at ze:i..-·o :n·essure 
- volume at one atmosphere preseure 
/ /3 compressibility (psi.-1 ) 
rr - 11 interna1 11 pressure constant (ps1.) 
r - tension 
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